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[00:00:10][00:00:31] Maryn McKenna - Maitei. Tapeğuahē porah pēhē ņeprim ņugerekóva ko MOOC “Momaranduhárakuéra oikauava’erā COVID-19 Vakúna rehguá”. Che Maryn McKenna, amo’akā ko tembiapo. Ape aime Dra. Katherine O’Brien ndive, ha’e pohānohāra, epidemiológia, omotenedéva Departamento de Imunización, Vacunas ha Productos Biológicos, orekova Organización Mundial de la Salud.

[00:00:38][00:00:36] Maryn McKenna - Dra. O’Brien, aguyje reimére ko mbo’esryype.

[00:00:40][00:00:38] Dra. O’Brien - Avy’a aimére penéndive.

[00:00:43][00:00:48] Maryn McKenna-. Aporandútamavoi. Ikatúpa emombe’u mba’épa ojapo OMS Vakúna COVID rehguá ojejapohápe.


[00:01:43][00:02:26] Dra. O’Brien – Hapykueri ojeheka tapicha opa yyy ape āri. Ońeikotēvé heta mba’ere, heta tapicha ojapóva ipehē ońemoiwa’erā peteĩ ņe’ęme, techapyrā mba’ičha ońeñante’ata vakúna, mba’e mymbápa ojeiporúta, ojehechava’erā, ońembovjaveka’erā peteĩ vakúna ambu’e vakúna, osėva Empresa ambu’eguї. Upévare ńichaguá ņeneño oiko ojejegerek oгуagú peteĩ tenda ońeņemonjeta ha ońembohasa haguă kuaopy ojejegerekóva.

[00:02:26][00:03:11] Dra. O’Brien – Aвеi ońemoĩ peteĩ ņe’ęme pe protokolo orekova’erā. Rohecha umi kásu oīva, mba’e ojejapóva’erā umi ensay olinikoguí osēva. Rohecha mba’e ņe’ę roiporuta rojapo jave ensay olinik, mba’e ro’ese upe ņe’ęme, taha’e mba’asy vai, mba’asy’i yrō ndaivai guasuíva. Roimeva’erā, peteĩ ņe’ęme. Vakúnakúera ińambue ojuehguı, pe rendimiento ińambue haicha a segün mba’ičha ojeporu upe’ape ro’e punto de valorasion de la enfermedad.


Dra. O'Brien – Ipahâpe ojehecha aja vakûna aporeko ojeguereko tenda ñenom néîha, mba’èícha ojeporûtà vakûna. Ojeporo ha ojehecha oikópa, ikatúpa ñenoom kyhyje’yre, ojejapo porâpa. He’î ikatu ojeporo ha ndeiîì mba’èicha ojejepuruva’erâ, upe aporeko OMS gua ohenôî je’y ojejapo ha ñenomombo’u hägûa arapýre mba’èicha vakûna ojejepuruva’erâ. Omboguyguy vakûna oîva, upépe he’îì mbo’y dosi pa ñenoomoîva’erâ, mba’è ari peve ojejepuruuaa, ha’épa opavavepé guarâ térâ mbovy tapicha peguarante. Upévare, oje’êva guive mba’èicha ojejeporuûtà ha’ê hina pe aporeko politika. Av ei ojeguereko aty poravopyre oihámé tapicha kuaaha’âhâra oipthyvôta oñenmybaty techaukapy ojehai haguâ pe formulasion politika.


Maryn McKenna – Añaitéma ñañe’êta upévare. Aguyjetaite, hesakâ, mbyky ha pya’è emombe’u porâtère orêve mba’è oikóva. Peteî mba’è ajaposéva, ahapykuere rekase, reikuuahaicha heta oîva ko mbo’esyrûpe ou tetâ orekôva ekonomia itekopýva. Chéve guarâ OMS ojapo à mba’è ikatuhaguà oipthyvô organismo ha ministeriokuérâpe ndo rekóiva autoridad ombotekopy h aãgûa pohã ojapo haicha FDA, térâ ijoguaha India yrô China pe, upévare à tetângue ara ogeroviavâ’erâ OMS ojapoho jetpeka heskëuëra.


Maryn McKenna – Ape ñaiime arapokóindy oñepyruvo jasyapy, mbohapay vakúna oñemonëi ko Estados Unidos pe. Ambue katu ojeporûma arapýë. Aimete jehupyty pe arapokóindy OMS he’irõguare ambue arýpe ojëguerekoha Pandemia. Òjepa pya’e oymi.


Dra. O'Brien – Hatapyňa tuichavéva oíva oguahé joja vakúna opa hendarárupi. Roguerekó peteį mekanismo arapýre, mekanismo COVAX, ojejapóva’ekue oipytvō haguá opavavépe, ha’e pe mbytetépe oñemoi, mekanismo rupive oñembohahasa dosis ojejapóva ŋembohysí ha upéi ojeguerahaka jojaite opa rupi, oñembohováivo epidemiólóga oguerúva pandemia, kotevey oguerekóva tetânguera oñembojoajuséva ko mekanismore. Ekápa’e vakúna ŋemosarambi hesaká, tojegueraha jehepyme’ëyre ha toguahé joja opavavépe.

Dra. O'Brien - Upe’a oiko haguá opa tetá oñeha’áva’erá ijehe. Tetânguera ipirapireveva ikatúta ojapo ŋomongeta bilateral, ha’ekuéra oipotaháicha. Ha upe’a oikóvove ha’ekuéra orekóta vakúna oipotaháicha ha umi tetá sa’ive ipira piréva, hasy peve ohupytyta vakúna.


Dra. O’Brien – Avei roime heta tetá ojapóva’ekue heta ñe’e bilateral mbytépe. Upéicha rupi ikatu ro’e roimeha pa’ú hbridope, rohechakuaa mba’éicha oñemosarambi va’erá vakúna arapýre avei roguerekó heta ñe’e me’e, akuerdo bilateral rupi, umi tetânguerandi.

Maryn McKenna – Mba’épa ere, Ikatúpa ŋaha’áro, umi tetânguera ome’ëva’ekue iñe’e ojupe, iñambue ojueheguí ha ohasa ome’e iñe’e opa arapýpe.

Dra. O'Brien – Heta tetâme oñeme’e hetave dosis oikotevëva gui, ndoipurupápi. Upe’a oiko, ojejapo ajá ŋomongeta, neíra ojekuaa mavaitéapa umi ensayo klinik oí potámava, oñetante’a ajá, neíra ojekuaa mavaitéapa oikóta. Oñepyru jave aporeko vakúna rekávo heta oí osé poráva, heta oí tetá oerekóveva dosis yvy póragui. Pe’a jahecha ko’aga, hetaiterei dosis ojegueroko heta su, oñemosarambi oparupi, ha katu 10 tetá rupinte oguerekó ipovýpe aimete 80% dosis.


Maryn McKenna – Angete ere ha aime nendive, opavave jaipota opa ko mba’as y vai. Mba’aîpa erekó ne akàme, pe âra jehasa, mba’îch’atapa ko mba’e. Mba’îch’apa oñemosarambita vakûnasion ha, mba’e esperansapa jareko jahupyt’yo Inmunidad opavave.

Dra. O’Brien- Añete che ne’â mbytêguive che kuaaha’âhára, upéverse naiporâi ha’ eche hechapyràîite, ikatu ha’ e opavave jaikuaua oïkotava ha upéi mba’aîpa jakalkula oïkone âra pukukue.

Dra. O’Brien- Opavave tetâ yvy ape âri ohupyt’ya 25% hetâgua oñevakunâva ko 2021pe. Òîta avei sa’îmi tetâ ovakûnatàva hetave hetâgua ohupytu rupi hetaive dosis. Jaikuaua oñekotevêha hetave 25% sa’i. Pe 25% ome’va oikóma oñevakuna haguâ tapicha prioritarioro, omba’apòva tasyôpe, pohânôhára, oje apeiupera ikatu’haguâ oñangareko ha ojoko Sistema de salud ko mba’asy vai aja. Avey umi yiedamava, têrë umi orekôva mba’asy ikatûva omanô ohupytu rupi chupekuërâ COVID.


Dra. O'Brien - Upévare heta mba'e oǐ ha´eva virus re, ha heta mba´e ndahaikuuaiva. Virus ojeadaptá, oňemo ambue, jahasa jahavo ára ha ha´e ova ohovo. Jahechamáva´erá
oňekotevētapa dosis de refuerzo, omombaretēva vakúnape, Jahechava´erá pe vakúnapa ojeadaptáta jahape joko ha`gu a umi variante ōuvape. Oítapa Inmunización mitame guará, neíra rougereko ensayo klinikó.


Maryn McKenna – Porandu pahā areko, ha´ema ajei, heta oǐva ko mbo´esyrýpe momaranduhára omba´apóva tetá orekova sa´ive rekurso. Ha´ekuéra oiko ohapykuerereka marandu vakuna rehégua, mba´erepa ojehesarekovúa´erá. Mba´erepa ohai va`erá


Dra. O'Brien – Avei vakúnà ome`e esperansa, upe oňeha`árova, petei faroiča opavave ŋaňeha`áva ŋaňemboja hese, ajepa upéicha, vakúnà ndaha´ei mba´e paje, ndaha´ei remoíva ha opáma mba`asy, eňangarekogueteriva´erá nde jehe, ejoheí nde po, emo`a nde juru, eňemomombyrý, ani resĕreinte pérupi, ani reho atyhápe. Emomichí tapichakuéra re ňe`ëvandi.

Dra. O'Brien – Mba´erépa ha´e ã mba´e, ojeguerahaka vakúnà opa hendarupi katu ndahetáí. Hetave neíra oňevakuna, ha ndoroikuuaai umi oňevakunamáva oreköpa proteccion ponotei oňepama, ikatu oipe`a mba`asy vaigui, ha katu ndoroikuuaai jahecha ŋembyaínepa, mba´eihaitépeve ōímeta protegido, pono ombohasa mba´asy vai ambue tapichápe. Ikatu gueteri oíméramo jepe oňevakuna ha´e amenasa ambue tapicha peguará


Dra. O'Brien- Ą ha´eva tuichaiterei mba´e, iporá hesaká ŋepyrúme, ojejapo porá ha`guha ha avei oňegúahé haguã opavavépe.
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Hello and welcome to the first video segment in our unfolding MOOC "Covering the COVID-19 vaccine: What journalists need to know."

I'm Maryn McKenna, your chief instructor. And I'm here today with Dr. Katherine O'Brien, who's a physician and epidemiologist and director of the Department of Immunization Vaccines and Biologicals at the World Health Organization.

Dr. O'Brien, thank you for joining this course.

I am so pleased to be with you.

So, let me get right to my questions. Could you please explain the role that the WHO has played in vaccine development for COVID?
[00:00:53] Sure. There are quite a number of roles that WHO is responsible for. Beginning first from defining what the target product profile is for vaccines. What are we aiming to develop? What were the characteristics that we wanted a vaccine to meet? What were those minimum characteristics and what would be the ideal characteristics?

[00:01:13] And this is a really important part of vaccine development. Because, with so many developers out there, we need to be clear what we're aiming for in terms of what we want a vaccine to actually do; what age group we wanted in; what kind of safety profile is needed; what sort of delivery characteristics; how many doses we're aiming for. All of the elements of describing what we want designed as a vaccine.

[00:01:43] So, the second thing is really convening people around the world. Because so many of the parts of vaccine development require agreements among different people in different constituencies, to all agree, for instance, on how we will test the vaccines; what kind of animal models will be used. Because we need to compare between one vaccine and another vaccine, or one part of a vaccine made by one company and another part of a vaccine made by another company.

[00:02:14] So, those kind of leadership convenings to have a place where those conversations can happen and agreements can take place. Including sharing of reagents and sharing of knowledge.

[00:02:26] And then, the third thing that does in vaccine development is set the standards for what the protocols need to look like.

[00:02:37] What we've seen is that we need to know what the case definitions are for outcomes and clinical trials. When we're using clinical trials to test for either severe disease, mild disease, moderate disease. What do we mean by those words? And can we agree what those definitions are?

[00:02:56] Because vaccines do change. The performance of vaccines, varies according to the definition that we use of what is considered a disease endpoint.

[00:03:06] So, those are all sort of what we refer to as norms and guidance. Having a place where those conversations to take place, using our expertise and convening expertise from around the world to come to agreements on those things.

[00:03:20] And then when vaccines are tested, we also need to have regulatory processes. And the manufacturing site of a vaccine, the country in which it's manufactured, is the primary country where a vaccine is registered for its use and an assessment is done by regulators.

[00:03:38] But it's really very burdensome for manufacturers to then have to go to every country in the world to get authorization for a vaccine.

[00:03:47] And so, there is a process through WHO, that brings together the evidence from a manufacturer, looks at that evidence, looks at the quality of the manufacturing, the safety information of the vaccine, the efficacy of the vaccine. And can go through, what's referred to as, a pre qualification process or an emergency use listing process.
[00:04:09] When WHO has looked at the evidence and gives either emergency use listing or pre-qualification, any other regulator in the world can rely on that, can use that authorization as a means for them to go very quickly for their own national authorization.

[00:04:29] And then finally, in the vaccine development and authorization sort of space, is developing policies for how you use a vaccine. So, the regulatory step tells you whether a vaccine is efficacious, safe and manufactured with quality. It says it can be used, but it doesn't say how to use it.

[00:04:51] And so, the policy process, WHO convenes again to provide a global recommendation on vaccines, is convened and looks at each of the vaccines to provide a recommendation on the number of doses; the age groups that a product should be used in; should it be a universally used vaccine or their subpopulations in whom it should or should not be used.

[00:05:15] So, all of the decisions about how to use a vaccine is what the policy process does. And we have a strategic advisory group of experts on immunizations that provides advice to an expert review of the kind of evidence that's needed for a policy formulation.

[00:05:32] So, that really takes us from the early stages of the idea of a vaccine all the way through to that regulatory part and the policy part. And then, of course, we can talk also about actually delivering vaccines in countries and the work that WHO does to support and assure that vaccines can roll out in every country around the world.

[00:05:53] So, we'll talk about that in just a minute. Thank you for that incredibly cogent explanation. So quick and just so, so precise.

[00:06:01] One thing that I wanted to follow up with, because as you probably know, many of the members of this course are coming from developing economies. Am I right to think that WHO does all this work in part to take the burden off whatever national agencies or ministries they have? That they may not have a drug development authority with the muscle of the FDA or the equivalents in India or in China. And so, those countries can trust that the WHO has done the vetting for them?

[00:06:33] So, WHO is really there to support all countries around the world. And clearly countries that have fewer resources at the national level, would lean more on the work that WHO does. But it's not really only about countries that have fewer resources.

[00:06:52] We do training per country staff, so that at any point in time, the ability and the capacity of countries to actually take on this work themselves in the future is ever more strength. And I mean, that's really the goal, is that countries have this capacity in their own national programs.

[00:07:14] So, it is both a reliance part, it's a training component. But even if we didn't need either of those things, there is still a need. If every country was of high capacity, we would still need WHO to do some of these things. Because there does need to be a place.

[00:07:31] There does need to be a convening. There does need to be a gathering place for people to have conversations that have to do with collaboration.

[00:07:40] And unless we are collaborating around the world, there simply aren't enough resources for any one country to do it alone.
The knowledge, the information, the research. We do need to have ways of collaborating together, coming to agreements about what it is we're going to do, how we're going to measure things. So that we have standardization. And therefore, as a result of standardization we can make comparisons between a range of different products and the ways that they're being measured.

If we're all off doing our own thing, deciding on how we're going to do a study, we just can't make any comparisons or come to adequate conclusions about what products actually do.

So, at the point at which we're speaking, which is the first week of March, three vaccines have been authorized here in the United States, where I'm sitting. Others are in use already around the world. We are just about in the week when a global pandemic was declared by WHO a year ago.

Are you surprised that things moved this fast?

Oh, I think everybody is surprised. I think this was the hope that we had that the world would come together, would use every lever it has, would put all of the resources out there publicly in a collaborative fashion, in a coordinated way. So that we could get speed, quality and success, really.

Those are three of the things that were essential. And then added to that, the fourth dimension is scale and access.

And so, I think that the actual success of the development of the vaccines, is really just, we've said it so many times, but it just it bears repeating - it's extraordinary. It is unprecedented.

The number of products that have come through clinical trials, the number of successful products and the pipeline continues. And the reason that's important is that, we need as much product as we can get our hands on. The world doesn't have enough vaccine to vaccinate everybody in the world who needs this vaccine.

That being said, we don't actually know exactly what fraction of the population should be vaccinated. We're still learning just how far and wide we should be vaccinating. But this has been absolutely unprecedented, extraordinary. And I think there's nobody who expected that we would be going this fast, this far, this wide and at this scale.

So, we're already into distribution of vaccines around the world. What are the you mentioned distribution and WHO playing a moment ago. What are the challenges at this point for getting vaccine distributed?

The biggest challenge we have right now is the equitable access to vaccines. We have a global facility, the COVAX facility, that was designed to be the clearinghouse for doses that are manufactured to be aggregated together and then to distribute them in a fair and equitable way to respond to the epidemiology of this pandemic, the needs of every country around the world who wanted to join the facility. So that, we would be able to distribute those vaccines with transparency at the least expense possible, in a fair and equitable way.
[00:11:05] The alternative to that, is that every country had to do it alone. Countries that had resources would be able to do bilateral deals, in size and scope of their liking. And with limited supply, when we're in a situation where there's constrained supply, that would mean that countries that were less able to pay would have less vaccine or less speed in accessing vaccine.

[00:11:29] And that's not a neither wise nor really morally justifiable way of distributing vaccines. And we're somewhere in the middle of those two sort of ends of the spectrum.

[00:11:43] We do have a global facility, the COVAX facility, that one hundred and ninety countries have become a part, countries or economies. And vaccines are rolling out through the COVAX facility now, and they do serve the ninety two countries with the least ability to pay. And those vaccines are being provided to countries without cost to the country.

[00:12:04] But we're also in a place where there are dozens and dozens of countries that have done one or more bilateral deals. And so we're in sort of a hybrid space right now, where we have both the global vision of how vaccines should be distributed. And we're on the other extreme, we also have a large number of bilateral deals with countries.

[00:12:29] Do you think there's a hope for encouraging the countries that have done their private deals to share what they've committed to with the rest of the world?

[00:12:37] So, a substantial number of countries have actually got more doses than they can really use. And the reason that that happened is that at the time when the deals were being done, nobody knew which of the clinical trials, that were testing products, which of them would actually reach success.

[00:12:55] With the large number of products that have reached the minimum measures of success, for a vaccine, there are a substantial number of countries that have more doses than they do have people. That along with the idea that, it's not just the the total number of doses that a country has access to, it's also the timing of those doses.

[00:13:18] And what we're seeing right now is with the tens and now hundreds of millions of doses that are being distributed worldwide, there are a very limited number of countries, about 10 countries, that have administered about 80% of the doses that are being distributed right now.

[00:13:34] That's not going to work. It's not going to work for a small number of countries to go very far and very fast, while leaving behind, both in pace and scale, a large number of countries that don't have access to be going as fast or with as high coverage.

[00:13:52] And when I say it's not going to work, what I mean is: what we all want is we want the pandemic to end. We want our lives to get back to some kind of new normal.

[00:14:01] We can't do that until there's widespread protection, not just within a country, but across borders. We've seen this pathogen move across borders and it will continue to do that.

[00:14:14] Even if we immunize some parts of some countries or immunize large parts of some countries, we're starting to see variants of the virus. They may become variants that now are not protected by the vaccines. And the smart way to actually get out of this
pandemic is to assure that the benefit of immunity is felt around the world, while we're crushing transmission with our non-vaccine interventions.

[00:14:48] You just said, and I completely agree, we all want the pandemic to end. What in your head is your timeline, for what this is going to look like? How do you think vaccination is going to roll out? And what's our hope for reaching population immunity?

[00:15:05] So, I'm really a scientist at heart. And so, I don't like to speculate, but I'll tell you what I think we know is going to happen. And then, what can we envision will happen out in that distance.

[00:15:21] Every country in the world is going to be able to achieve somewhere around 25% coverage of their population in 2021. There are a smaller number of countries that will reach higher population coverage of vaccine, because they have access to doses.

[00:15:39] We know that it is very likely that countries do need to go beyond 25%. Now, that number is enough to cover the highest priority individuals in countries: health workers who are the ones who have been putting their lives on the line and sustaining our health systems through this pandemic; those who are in older age groups or who have underlying conditions that put them at risk of having severe disease or death from COVID.

[00:16:08] And that's the reason why we're in this situation in the first place, is the severity of the disease. That's the thing that has put our health systems at risk and it has caused so much loss of life, severe disease, and required that all of the other interventions that we've put in place.

[00:16:27] So, if we can really turn down the volume on that severe disease spectrum, the risk of death and the protection of our health system, that's going to take a lot of air out of the balloon in terms of why we're having to do what we're doing in the first place.

[00:16:43] So, that is the first priority and the critical priority for 2021, is that every country everywhere is able to protect against that most urgent need.

[00:16:55] Now beyond that, what we really want is this pathogen to go away. We're not we're not going to get rid of this pathogen. I don't think anybody thinks that anymore.

[00:17:04] But will it become something that is much less severe? Is it something that would circulate in a much slower pace, because there is such high immunity in the population as a result of either vaccination or natural immunity?

[00:17:21] And we are not advocating that we get to immunity through natural means, because of the risk of severe disease and death. So, we need to get to that place and the size of that immunity. How many people need to have immunity in order to, as I sort of call it, take the air out of the balloon on this, is not really a known value.

[00:17:40] We are learning as we go. We're learning about whether these vaccines interrupt transmission of the virus, whether they can protect against infection of our upper respiratory tract.

[00:17:54] So, there are components of this whole response and components of the virus itself, that remain unknown for us. And the virus is adapting and it is changing as time goes on and as more transmission takes place.
So, we are going to have to learn about whether booster doses are needed. About whether or not we need an adaptation of the vaccines to get out in front of the virus, in terms of the variants of the virus. Whether or not there will be a role for immunization of children, for which we don't have clinical trial data, yet.

So these are some of the questions that are yet to be answered and will influence what the strategy is for using these vaccines and ending the pandemic.

So, as a final question, let me just ask you. I told you earlier, many of the participants in this course are journalists who are working in lower resourced countries, developing economies. As they cover their vaccination campaigns, what would you want them to be most alert to? What's your counsel for what they should be writing about?

I think the most important thing is that journalists around the world are very scrupulous about writing, using credible information.

There is so much misinformation out there. It's extremely important that accurate information is used.

The second thing is that vaccines are really this beacon. It is this hope that we all have. It's the lighthouse we're all trying to row towards, right?

But vaccines are not a "magic bullet". And, just because you get vaccinated does not mean that you can stop using the other interventions that we have: handwashing masking; physical distancing; protecting yourself by not going out with large numbers of people; really constraining the people that you're interacting with.

And the reason I say that is that, first of all, vaccines are rolling out for most countries in a very constrained supply.

The majority of people are not vaccinated. And, we don't have the information about the degree to which if you're vaccinated, you are protected either from getting infected. You may be protected against getting disease. But, we don't know the degree to which you're protected against getting infected.

And if you are infected, your ability to go on and transmit to somebody else. So, you may still be a threat to somebody else, even if you aren't a threat to yourself, because of your vaccination status.

So that's a really important thing. It is not the time, even if you're vaccinated, to take our foot off the pedal for all of the other interventions that are working, and do work when they're actually implemented. We need to be patient to let the vaccines roll out, to give them the best chance to provide protection.

And the best way that they can provide protection is when transmission is really low in the community. Because then the virus is not being put under pressure through its own circulation to actually try to evade the immunity that vaccines are giving.

So, those would be a couple of the points that, I think in this early rollout phase, are really important points to get across to people.
And then the final one is there has been concern, of course, about the safety of the vaccines, the potential side effects of vaccines. And we hear a lot of rumors about the vaccines. And as a result of some of those people are hesitant.

They're not sure whether or not they feel safe getting the vaccines. This is really important.

A vaccine that sits on the shelf is of no value to anybody. It actually needs to be administered to people who most need the vaccines.

So, really getting the information across about the very strong information we have about the safety of these products. They do cause local reactions. They do cause soreness of the arm, some swelling, some redness. For some of the vaccines, they also don't make you feel very well for about a day or two.

And that is expected. It's a normal part of the reaction to the vaccine. It is, in fact, some indication that your body is responding to the vaccine.

So in a way, if you have some of those reactions, in some almost paradoxical way, an individual might feel like something is happening. This is a good thing.

So, I think also people's preparedness and readiness, their expectations that there will be some time limited, reversible, modest or mild side effects from the vaccine.

But these are very safe products. They're being monitored for anything that might happen, that is rare, rare events.

We have a very strong safety system that is monitoring on a daily basis all of the safety information that is coming through, as these vaccines are being deployed now in hundreds of millions of doses.

Thank you so much for that advice for our participants. This was a wonderful conversation.

It was incredibly informative. We thank you so much, Dr. Kate O'Brien of the WHO. Thank all of you for watching again. I'm Maryn McKenna. You were chief instructor and we have more segments coming for you. We'll see you in the course site.

Thanks for watching.